JYOREI
If we can only find a way of curing sickness then it is inevitable that cures for poverty and
strife will follow. And if these are achieved, then humanity will have found the basic
conditions for happiness.
–
Jyorei and Happiness. HT

Divine Light
Jyorei is divine Light. It comes from Spirit, not matter. Jyorei is different from physical
light, which consists of minute particles of energy called ‘photons’ traveling at enormous
speeds through empty space. Jyorei is coherent patterns of energy that bring order out of
chaos and harmony out of discord.
This Light extends throughout the cosmos, infusing all things with its sublime
radiance. Without this Light, nothing could exist. It is the Light that gives expression to
the clouds in the sky, the fish in the sea, and the thoughts within our minds. It is the
mysterious energy that animates our heart, our lungs, and our breath.
Although divine Light is everywhere, most of us cannot sense it because it is invisible
and intangible. This Light exits within us as well, yet we usually do not notice it because
of our ignorance and attachments. Because the Light of Jyorei is weightless, it can help
us to feel lighthearted; because it is transparent, it can help us to see things clearly; and
because it is bright, it can help us to find our way through darkness.
When we share Jyorei, we access and focus this energy for the benefit of others.
Through receiving the blessings of Jyorei, our spiritual clouds—the root cause of all
suffering—are dispelled. Jyorei promotes health and spiritual growth, which leads to
greater happiness.
God, appearing in the form of Kannon, gave this divine power to Meishusama to heal
and awaken as many people as possible. They, in turn, were often encouraged to share it
with others so that the blessings could spread still further. Jyorei is now being shared with
people throughout the world, in the six continents of Asia, Africa, North and South
America, Australia, and Europe. Thus, as one candle lights another, the world grows
increasingly brighter until every corner is set ablaze in brilliant Light.
The appearance of Jyorei in the world today coincides with a higher frequency of
spiritual energy entering our world at this time. We are approaching a new age in which
the element Meishusama calls the Spirit of Fire is growing stronger, promoting increased
miracles of healing and spiritual awakening.
The advent of Jyorei in the material world is, of course, a harbinger of the ideal world to
come, for Jyorei is at the very heart of the Age of Day. – The Strata in the Spiritual
World. HT

